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Basware E-Invoice Sending
to Custom Receiver

Basware E-Invoice Sending
to Custom Receiver:
One Solution. Endless Value.
Basware has implemented a service which makes e-invoice management easy and
efficient. You just need to send your invoice data in almost any format to our service.
We will validate, convert and deliver your invoice directly to your customer, in their
preferred format and delivery channel.
As an alternative to the standard (print)
formats also structured data such as
EDIFACT can be send. Advantage if
you already have a working interface

for exchanging data which should
be re-used (instead of adding an
additional interface to existing
software landscape). Basware converts
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Invoice data and
attachments sent to
Basware

Data extracted

Standard formats included in package price: PDF,
PostScript, HTML, PCL, Spool Files (e.g. AS400), HTML
Print files, IDoc, TEAPPS, UBL, PEPPOL, cXML, X12,
CSV, OpenTrans Non-Standard (structured data-)
formats charged additional and includes professional
services: VDA, EDIFACT, ZUGFeRD, PEPPOL
-connection, VeR Roaming, or any other format
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these records to the desired receiver
format. Here the connection costs are
usually between 500 and 2,500 Euros
depending on type of interface needed.
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Data validation
Verification of
completeness
(mandatory data),
Calculative verification
(amounts, VAT etc.)
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Format conversion
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Creation of receiver´s
data format, Creation of
image for archive and
workflow

Secure transmission,
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Basware Portal

www.basware.com

Send all invoices to
any recipient with one
solution
>> You can deliver invoices to all your
customers, regardless of their size,
type, or location. They will receive
invoices in the formats they want,
requiring no operational change on
your customer side.
>> If your customer can’t receive
e-invoices, we can send them as a
PDF to their email. Just add your
customer’s email address in the
invoice address field.
>> We support X-Rechnung and
ZUGFeRD formats for German
Public Sector Receivers and act as
a certified PEPPOL access point.

Gain 100% visibility into
your entire invoice
delivery process
>> Basware Portal monitoring tool
enables you to track the status of
invoices being processed by
Basware.
>> The monitoring tool can also be
used for monitoring the error
messages, and alarms.

Ensure compliant
archiving of your
invoices
>> Basware’s electronic archiving
solution, Vault, is a modern cloud
-based service
>> Every e-invoice you send is
automatically stored, increasing
archiving efficiency and cost
savings.
More than 7000 suppliers use
Basware e-Invoice Sending solution!

Package & Services available
We offer annual packages based on the number of documents sent per
year. One annual package can include multiple SenderIDs. If the number of
transactions exceed the Annual Package, an overage fee will be charged for
the exceeding transactions.
Annual	Documents	Package	Overage fee for each
Package
per year
price
exceeding transaction
XS

1.000

600 €

0,75 €

S

2.000

950 €

0,50 €

M

4.000

1.400 €

0,40 €

L

8.000

2.250 €

0,30 €

XL

20.000

3.900 €

0,23 €

Mentioned prices are valid since March 2019 (prices are subject to change). 		
Contract term is 12 months and will be renewed automatically.
Non-standard formats such as VDA and Edifact are available as optional service and
charged separately.

ABOUT BASWARE
Basware is the global leader in providing purchase-to-pay solutions, e-invoicing and innovative financing services. Basware’s commerce
and financing network connects businesses around the globe. As the largest open business network in the world, Basware provides scale
and reach for organizations of all sizes, enabling them to grow their business and unlock value across their operations by simplifying and
streamlining financial processes. Small and large companies around the world achieve significant cost savings, more flexible payment terms,
greater efficiencies and closer relationships with their suppliers.

Find out more at:
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